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ARCHITECTURE FOR NATURAL LANGUAGE QUERYING IN SERVICE
ANALYTICS DOMAINS

Claim of Priority

[1] This application claims priority to, and incorporates by reference herein in

its entirety, pending United States Provisional Patent Application Serial Number

61/593,372, filed February 1, 2012, and entitled "Architecture for Natural Language

Querying in Service Analytics Domains."

Field of the Invention

[2] This invention relates generally to techniques for querying databases, and

more particularly to methods, systems and computer readable media for natural language

querying of databases with a limited domain of business analytics data generated by

complex machines or IT systems.

Background of the Invention

[3] The users and maintainers of complex machines and equipment typically

collect maintenance data produced during the use and maintenance of that equipment.

Those activities generate enormous amounts of information. One example is the use and

maintenance of medical imaging and diagnostic equipment. A computer system running

a medical device produces log messages as well as databases of measurements of

currents, voltages, image quality, diagnostic test results, etc. That information is stored

locally on a machine, and is often uploaded to central data repositories for storage and

analysis. Additionally, records are made of repair and maintenance activities, as well as



of part replacements with regard to each scanner. Similar situations exist in other

technology sectors: in energy (power plants, gas and wind turbines), in cities and

infrastructure (trains, smart buildings, water treatment facilities) and in industry

(automation and drives). Analysis of such data can provide tremendous benefits,

allowing users to gain insights into usage and failure patterns, to identify areas for

improved service and usability, and to generate reports and summaries.

[4] Domain experts are best suited to analyze this data. Domain experts are

people whose daily work focuses on developing and improving specific equipment under

observation, and who are familiar with how these products should properly be used and

maintained. A significant obstacle to the access of the relevant data by domain experts is

that the data is stored in relational databases, accessible only via SQL queries or custom

applications. Most domain experts are not computer scientists and have limited

familiarity with IT and databases, and thus are unable to make use of the data available to

them. To a certain degree this can be addressed with customizable reporting and

dashboard solutions, but those require a significant development effort to build and

update, and typically require training to use.

Summary of the Invention

[5] The present invention addresses the needs described above by providing a

method for querying a service analytics database. The method includes mapping domain

entities from the database to an entity relation model having elements including:

machines representing single pieces of equipment; at least one of time-stamped events

relating to particular machines and sensor values relating to particular times; and service



notifications relating to particular machines and including descriptions of services

performed. The elements may also include spare parts records relating to particular

machines and relating to the service notifications.

[6] The method further comprises receiving a query containing natural

language elements; parsing the query to extract concepts; mapping the concepts to the

elements of the entity relation model to create an interpretation of the concepts; and

translating the query to a standard query language using the interpretation of the

concepts.

[7] In another aspect of the invention, a non-transitory computer-usable

medium is provided having computer readable instructions stored thereon for execution

by a processor to perform methods for querying a service analytics database as described

above.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[8] FIG. 1 is a schematic representation of architectural components used in

embodiments of the invention.

[9] FIG. 2 is a schematic representation of an entity relation model for service

analytics in accordance with one embodiment of the invention.

[10] FIG. 3 is a chart showing workflow of a natural language query processing

in accordance with one embodiment of the invention.

[11] FIG. 4 is a component diagram showing components of the natural

language querying application in accordance with one embodiment of the invention.



[12] FIG. 5 is a flow chart showing a method in accordance with one

embodiment of the invention.

[13] FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram showing a system in accordance with one

embodiment of the invention.

Description of the Invention

[14] The presently described technique is an approach that enables domain

experts to ask a broad range of questions about the data using natural language that the

experts are comfortable with. The present disclosure does not attempt to address the

general and difficult problem of language understanding, or even natural language

querying in a general sense. Rather, the focus is on the limited domain of business

analytics of data generated by complex machines or IT systems, such as service analytics

or condition monitoring. That domain, however, is sufficiently broad to include many

different business entity types and situations within the business world. The present

disclosure therefore focuses on processing questions as they would typically be

encountered in that domain, but with a general architecture that does not require the full

list of exact questions beforehand.

[15] Described herein is a flexible architecture for natural language querying of

databases in service analytics domains. The architecture comprises multiple modules,

some of which may be interchanged or combined together for better performance. The

system generates one or more possible interpretations/candidates for the query and its

parts, and then combines multiple sources of information, such as high-level ontology,

database schema, domain vocabulary, and look-up tables of common values, to resolve



ambiguities and generate a Structured Query Language (SQL) query interpretable by the

database. The approach relies on a common ontology of service analytics as described

below, as well as domain-specific information such as database schema, domain

vocabulary, common values, etc.

[16] An overall architecture 100 of the presently described system is shown in

FIG. 1. Several data modules are prepared offline during system development. Those

modules include at least a domain vocabulary 110 and database schema 120, and may

include additional resources 130. Several components perform the query processing,

including parsers 140, an interpreter 150 and a translator 160. For each query 170, one or

more query parses 180 are generated by the parsers 140. Those parses 180 are combined

with additional information from the modules 110, 120 130 and are disambiguated by the

interpreter 150. The resulting internal query representation 190 is then converted by the

translator 160 to an SQL query 199.

[17] A natural language interface permits a user to interact with data more

naturally and flexibly. Accurately interpreting natural language, however, is a non-trivial

task. The present disclosure focuses on the narrow topic of queries concerning service

analytics data, as stored in a specific database.

[18] In order to translate a natural language query into an appropriate machine

query in a query language such as SQL or SPARQL Protocol RDF Query Language

(SPARQL), the following tasks must be performed:

1. Represent the domain:

a . at high level (abstract entities and relations);

b . at domain-specific level (properties and values of the domain); and



c . at the database level - database structure, tables, column names.

2 . Understand the question:

a . natural language parsing;

b. handling of synonyms; and

c . handling of domain-specific vocabulary.

3 . Connect query words to entities and relations.

4 . Translate the internal representation of the query to SQL, possibly via some

intermediate representations.

[19] Note that the first task (representing the domain) must be accomplished

once, at system development time, before any queries are formulated. The remaining

tasks, however, must be performed for each query. The above tasks will now be

discussed in more detail.

[20] Representing the Domain

[21] While on the surface, medical scanners, power plants, gas turbines and

trains appear to have little in common, much of the data involved with operation and

maintenance of those systems has basically the same structure. An example domain

representation or entity relation model 200 based on data from the medical domain is

shown in FIG. 2 . The proposed framework requires the domain representation to be

defined at system development time.

[22] Referring to FIG. 2, each of the primary entities will be discussed in turn

together with several properties. The primary entities are represented in FIG. 2 as



ellipses having a solid outline. The remaining properties and relations have dashed

outlines.

[23] A machine 210 refers to a single piece of equipment such as a scanner, a

train, etc. It is identified by a unique machine code 2 11. A machine 210 can also have

other characteristics, such as type/model 212 and location 213. Those characteristics are

domain specific.

[24] An event 220 is a single message produced by software running the

subject machine. Each event 220 has an event code 221 which identifies the type of log

message, a timestamp 223 and event text 222, which is the content of the message. An

event is related to the machine on which it occurs. That relationship can be encoded via a

relation, or by specifying a machine code 2 11 for an event. Events usually have

additional properties such as severity 224, subsystem 225, etc. These properties are

domain specific.

[25] A sensor value 230 is a numeric analogue of an event 220. It represents a

value measured by a particular sensor on a machine at a particular time. Accordingly, a

sensor value 230 has properties sensor value 23 1, sensor type 232 and timestamp 223 .

The relation to a specific machine is specified similarly to how it is done for events, via a

machine code 2 11. The inventors have found that certain domains may be accurately

represented using only one entity selected from the sensor value entity 230 and the event

entity 220.

[26] Service notifications 240 represent records of maintenance or repair

performed on a particular machine. It is uniquely identified by notification number 241 ,

and has a date 242 associated with it. Service notifications 240 are related to a particular



machine via machine code 11. A service notification 240 also has a property

notification text 243 that contains a description of the service performed. Additional

properties may exist.

[27] A spare part record 250 is a record of a part replacement. The spare part

entity 250 is used in representing domains in which part replacement is monitored, and is

not necessarily used in all entity models. The part is identified by a spare part number

25 1. The replacement is always associated with a specific service notification 240, and

therefore with a specific machine 210, via notification number 24 1 and machine code

2 11. Additional properties, such as spare part name or quantity 252, may exist.

[28] The experience of the inventors with multiple domains and products, such

as medical scanners, gas turbines and trains, has shown that data from many domains

largely match the schema 200 shown in FIG. 2 . It is therefore possible to construct a

generic ontology representing these relations, with appropriate vocabulary. For a specific

application, however, it is necessary to supplement the generic ontology with appropriate

properties and relations, as well as to extend the vocabulary. The various elements of the

ontology must furthermore be mapped to the actual database structure. Unfortunately,

these tasks cannot be completely automated, but a number of tools exists that can assist

with it.

[29] Many tools, such as the open source D2RQ platform, are available that can

extract a database schema and represent it as an ontology or as a mapping. WordNet, a

lexical database maintained at the Cognitive Science Laboratory of Princeton University,

can be used to semi-automatically determine appropriate synonyms to terms of interest or

to match words to existing concepts at execution time. Another approach would maintain



a mapping file from various words, phrases and contexts to entities and relations of the

database.

[30] Additional improvements in matching may be obtained by storing sets of

values of some entity attributes in a look-up table. It is then possible to automatically

determine relevant entities and relations when queries mention these values.

[31] Understanding and Translating the Question

[32] The first decision to be made when developing a system for answering

questions is to determine what kinds of questions will be accepted. The options differ in

the flexibility they provide in formulating the query, and also in the ease of developing

the rest of the system. Some examples of alternative approaches include keywords and

phrases, controlled English and full English. Each of those alternative question

formulations is discussed in turn below.

[33] Keywords and Phrases: If a query is formulated as an unstructured set of

keywords or short phrases, those keywords and short phrases can be individually mapped

to the domain. Parsers can also be applied to phrases, to identify simple relations.

[34] Controlled English: If the query uses a controlled English language such

that defined by the Attempto Controlled English (ACE) project of the University of

Zurich, in which an unambiguous subset of real English is used, then the relations can be

identified unambiguously. The advantage of that approach is that the user can use

relatively more expressive queries, such as a sentence containing a subject and object.

The query, however, must to conform to the rules prescribed for Controlled English (for

example, pronouns cannot be used).



[35] Full English: For an unconstrained question, syntactic parsers and

semantic role labelers can be used. Parsers construct syntactic parse trees of the input,

and branches can then be compared with the vocabulary to identify items and relations.

Semantic role labelers help the system to not only identify the key items or entities, but

also to define how they relate to the main proposition expressed in the user question.

While this approach gives the user full freedom, it is error prone because language

understanding is limited to the state of the art parsers and semantic role labelers, and

because the user has more leeway to create ungrammatical sentences that will trip the

system.

[36] It is also possible to use an 'ensemble' approach, where multiple question

understanding modules are used in parallel. While some modules may fail, others may

produce one or more parses, with confidence scores. The system then tries different

parses in order of the confidence scores until a database query is successfully performed.

Alternatively, the system identifies and combines the elements with highest confidence

scores across different translations.

[37] The question or query must be "understood" by the system. This means

that in addition to being parsed, the concepts/entities/properties and their relationships

must be identified and mapped to the domain-specific database structure. Once the

relationships are identified and mapped, the question or query is converted to an internal

representation: a set of objects and properties and relations between them.

[38] It remains to formulate the question or query in a way acceptable to the

database. Once again, there is no single best solution. Several options may be integrated

with the presently described system. The query may be formulated using a query



language able to retrieve and manipulate data stored in Resource Description Framework

(RDF) format, such as SPARQL. A tool such as D2RS may then be used to access the

database and get back the results.

[39] Several JAVA-based formulations are available. The query may be

formulated using Criteria API, a JAVA application programming interface for querying

databases. The query may be formulated using Java Persistence Query Language

(JPQL), a platform-independent object-oriented query language defined as part of the

Java Persistence API (JPA) specification, and then possibly translated to Structured

Query Language (SQL), and ANSI standard language for querying databases.

[40] Because JPQL currently does not support particular functions and the

current hibernate version does not support user defined functions, additional steps are

necessary. The functions that are not supported by JPQL are added to the translated SQL

query. In that way, the JPQL query is first converted to SQL. The SQL query is then

extended and is run by the query engine.

[41] The query may alternatively be formulated in SQL directly. Once the

query is formulated in or translated to SQL, it is straightforward to obtain and present the

results.

[42] The chart 300, shown in FIG. 3, summarizes each stage of the question

processing. Three different query types are illustrated: a complete English sentence 301,

a controlled English query 302 and keywords and phrase segments 303. The chart shows

alternative approaches for query understanding and translation.

[43] As noted above, query formulation, represented by row 310 of the chart

300, may be done using a variety of formats, depending on the ease of use and the degree



of control provided to the user. In the case 301 where the user is permitted to enter any

complete English sentence, the user is afforded the greatest ease of use, but has the least

control over the question processing. Parsing 320 of a complete English sentence is

performed by semantic parsers that attempt to extract relations between words. The

parsers are preferably chosen based on the query type, as are the parsers 320 shown in

chart 300. The query is then interpreted 330 by identifying the involved entries and

relationships, using the domain-specific representation created for the subject database.

The interpreted query is then translated 340 using any of the techniques described above,

including directly formulating an SQL query, formulating a query via Java Criteria API,

or formulating a query in SPARQL, using D2RQ software to produce an SQL query.

[44] Where a controlled English query formulation 302 is used, the user has

greater control over question processing, but must utilize a formally defined,

unambiguous subset of the English language such as the ACE language. An ACE parser

is used in parsing such queries. The controlled English query is converted by the parser

into first order logic or an equivalent formulation. Interpretation and translation of such a

parsed query may be performed by any of the techniques discussed above.

[45] The query may also be formulated as phrase segments and/or keywords

303. In that case, the query is parsed using an evidence-based analysis that extracts

multiple pieces of evidence indicating the types of questions and entities involved.

[46] Components and Communication

[47] The components of the NLQP application according to one exemplary

embodiment of the invention, shown in FIG. 4, are responsible for interpreting the



parsing result and creating a query from it. Components shown in FIG. 4 with a name

starting with "DRS" are specific for processing of Attempto parser results in DRS format.

Other components provide services for mapping and the query definition and can be used

independently of the used parser. The arrangement shown in FIG. 4 is only one

exemplary arrangement used in processing results produced by an Attempto parser; other

components and communications between components may be used without departing

from the scope of the invention. The components and the communications between them

are described in more detail below.

[48] The DRSTranslatorToQuery class 410 provides a method readDRS 4 11

and is the interface outwards. The method expects an Attempto parser result in DRS

format and handles the whole workflow from the interpretation of the parse result to the

output of the query results.

[49] The DRSXML2Tree class 415 creates a tree from a parsing result. That

tree is then processed by the DRSTree2JPQL class 420. The DRSTree2JPQL class 420

is a central place where the parsing result is interpreted. The input is the tree which was

created by the DRSXML2Tree class 415. The class instance investigates each tree

element and tries to find corresponding objects and relations in the data schema and

recognize the semantics of the element in the query context. The functions for the

mapping recognition are provided by Mapper class 435. Those functions are grouped in

the interfaces corresponding to their functionality. Mapping is described in more detail

below.



[50] During the processing of tree elements, the interpreted information is

saved in the QueryBuilder Instance 43 1. After all tree elements are interpreted,

QueryBuilder creates a JPQL query on the basis of this information.

[51] Because there is no expression in JPQL that has the same meaning as

"contains" in SQL, a work-around for the text search is necessary. If a text search is

required, then it will be defined using the "like" function with a particular pattern in the

value part. The JPQL query is then translated to SQL, and "like" with the pattern for

"contains" is replaced through SQL "contains." The function "like" is also used for the

queries with substring search. This simple "like" does not require additional actions and

will be ignored during post-processing.

[52] The JPQLToSQLTranslator class 425 transforms a JPQL query to a SQL

query using standard Hibernate functionality.

[53] The QueryContainer class 430 saves an incrementally interpreted user

request and at the end generates a JPQL query. The QueryContainer class 430

implements QueryBuilder interface 431, which summarizes all for the communication

with the class responsible methods.

[54] The QueryContainer class 430 creates the JPQL query, which addresses a

particular data structure comprising of JAVA classes. In the QueryContainer class, each

requested class is represented through an EntityRequest instance 432 and QueryContainer

manages those instances. An EntityRequest object is generated on request if it does not

yet exist for the particular class name; otherwise, an existing object is provided. Each

EntityRequest instance 432 saves all in the query about the particular class defined

information except filter conditions for class attributes. Filter conditions are handled



separately in the tree structure, but each filter condition has a reference to the

corresponding EntityRequest instance.

[55] Filter conditions are handled in a tree and Tree nodes implements the

WherePart interface. Two classes, FilterCondition and FilterContainer, implement the

WherePart interface. FilterCondition saves information about the particular filter, and

FilterContainer contains information about children nodes. QueryContainer class 430 has

reference only to the root of the tree.

[56] Because there were some bugs in the Hibernate Library, and some

functionality was missing, some work-arounds were created. Those are implemented by

Mapper class 435 and used by QueryContainer 430. The methods are summarized in

WorkAroundsForJpqlQuery interface 455, which is described below.

[57] The Mapper class 435 provides different functionality to several

components. Mapper implements three interfaces: the RelationMapper interface 440, the

TextAndSubstringSearch 445, and the RangeConditionRecognizer 450. Each of them

describes a particular functionality. The RelationMapper interface 440 declares two

methods. One method maps prepositions to filter expressions; e.g., "from" to "=>". The

other method tries to map phrases, separate words or parts of them to elements and

relations between them in data structure. Data for the mapping is either defined manually

or is loaded from the database.

[58] The TextAndSubstringSearch interface 445 summarizes methods and

variables that enable text searching with the SQL function "contains." The

RangeConditionRecognizer interface 450 describes two approaches for recognition of

affected elements for range filter conditions. Both approaches are used consecutively.



The first approach attempts to identify affected elements in the data structure on the basis

of manually-defined mapping with keywords. If the mapping cannot be found in this

way, the second approach attempts to find affected elements based on type.

[59] The inventors have overcome two problems contained in the Hibernate

Library. Specifically, the WorkAroundsForJpqlQuery interface 455 declares methods

that provide work-arounds for those problems.

[60] The first problem is that, if the variable that represents the whole class is

used in group by part, then Hibernate automatically uses all to the current class mapped

table columns. Apart from performance problems, this causes problems if one of the

columns cannot be used in group by (e.g. column has type Text). Moreover, if the whole

object is requested, we want to deliver only a subset of all mapped columns. Therefore,

the Mapper object 435 provides the list of the default columns for each class name.

These default columns are used in the group by and select part of the query if the whole

object is requested.

[61] The second problem is that Hibernate is not able to recognize that the

same class is joined more than one time. If class a is joined with b and c with a, then

Hibernate creates a cross product: ab*ca and it is not possible to say that there is only one

a . If such a situation arises, a join is created between two 's again in order to get the

right answer. The interface describes a method which delivers a primary key for each

class, and therefore enables the creation of those joins.

[62] The QueryContainer class 430 uses the EntityRequestOrganizer

component 460 to link EntityRequest objects 432 with each other. Each EntityRequest

object corresponds to a requested class and EntityRequestOrganizer create joins between



them. If a direct join between classes is not possible, EntityRequestOranizer tries to

create joins indirectly through child classes or alternatively through common direct or

indirect parents (classes that reference particular classes). The EntityRequestOrganizer

component 460 uses ClassRelationsTree 465 to get information about how the classes are

related to each other.

[63] The ClassRelationTree class 465 creates a tree from the class data

structure and represents how the classes reference each other. Each node saves

information about all its children and all its parents. In order to be able to create a tree

and not a graph, ClassRelationTree provides the possibility to exclude some references.

If two classes can be referenced in alternative ways, the shortest reference will be chosen

if the length of the references is different.

[64] Method

[65] An exemplary method for managing a service analytics database

containing equipment service information is illustrated by the flow chart 500 shown in

FIG. 5. Domain entities from the database are initially mapped, in block 510, to an entity

relation model having elements including machines representing single pieces of

equipment; at least one of time-stamped events relating to the machines and sensor values

relating to the events; and service notifications relating to the machines and including

descriptions of services performed. The domain entities may also include spare parts

records relating to the machines and relating to the service notifications. Those particular

entities, as well as the relations between them as described above with reference to FIG.



2, have been found by the inventors to adequately represent service analytics models

describing systems as diverse as medical scanners, power plants, gas turbines and trains.

[66] A query is then received in block 520 containing natural language

elements. The query may use one or more alternative approaches, including keywords

and phrases, controlled English and full English. The query is parsed in block 530 to

extract concepts. Parsing is performed using a parser appropriate for the query approach:

semantic parsers for full English, a specialized parser such as an ACE parser for

controlled English, and evidence-based analysis for keywords and phrases. Alternatively,

an ensemble approach may be used, wherein multiple parsers are used, resulting parses

are scored, and one or more parsers are chosen based on the scores.

[67] The concepts are interpreted in block 540 in light of the entity relation

model. The query is then translated in block 550 to a standard query language such as

SQL using the interpretation of the concepts.

[68] System

[69] The elements of the methodology as described above may be implemented

in a computer system comprising a single unit or a plurality of units linked by a network

or a bus. An exemplary system 600 is shown in FIG. 6.

[70] A computing apparatus 610 may be a mainframe computer, a desktop or

laptop computer or any other device or group of devices capable of processing data. The

computing apparatus 610 receives data from any number of data sources that may be

connected to the apparatus. For example, the computing apparatus 610 may receive input

from a user via an input/output device 648, such as a computer or a computing terminal.



The input/output device includes an input that may be a mouse, network interface, touch

screen, etc., and an output that may be a visual display screen, a printer, etc. Input/output

data may be passed between the computing apparatus 610 and the input/output device

648 via a wide area network such as the Internet, via a local area network or via a direct

bus connection. The computing apparatus 610 may be configured to operate and display

information by using, e.g., the input/output device 648 to execute certain tasks. In one

embodiment, queries are initiated via the input/output device 648, and query results are

displayed to the user via the same device.

[71] The computing apparatus 610 includes one or more processors 620 such as

a central processing unit (CPU) and further includes a memory 630. The processor 620,

when configured using software according to the present disclosure, includes modules

that are configured for performing one or more methods for managing a service analytics

database, as discussed herein. Those modules include a database mapping module 624

that performs the function of organizing a service analytics database 650 according to an

entity relation model 660. That task is performed at system development, before any

queries are received, to create a database representation 670. The database representation

670 may include, for example, a domain vocabulary, a database schema and additional

resources. The database mapping module 624 may also perform updating tasks for

updating the database representation 670 as the service analytics database 650 changes.

[72] The modules included in the processor 620 also include a query

processing module 622 that receives queries from the input/output device 648, performs

parsing, interpreting and translating operations as described above, runs the translated



query on the database representation 670, and transmits query results to the input/output

device 648.

[73] The memory 630 may include a random access memory (RAM) and a

read-only memory (ROM). The memory may also include removable media such as a

disk drive, tape drive, memory card, etc., or a combination thereof. The RAM functions

as a data memory that stores data used during execution of programs in the processor

620; the RAM is also used as a program work area. The ROM functions as a program

memory for storing a program executed in the processor 620. The program may reside

on the ROM or on any other tangible or non-volatile computer-readable media 640 as

computer readable instructions stored thereon for execution by the processor to perform

the methods of the invention. The ROM may also contain data for use by the program or

by other programs.

[74] Generally, program modules 622, 624 described above include routines,

objects, components, data structures and the like that perform particular tasks or

implement particular abstract data types. The term "program" as used herein may

connote a single program module or multiple program modules acting in concert. The

disclosure may be implemented on a variety of types of computers, including personal

computers (PCs), hand-held devices, multi-processor systems, microprocessor-based

programmable consumer electronics, network PCs, mini-computers, mainframe

computers and the like. The disclosed technique may also be employed in distributed

computing environments, where tasks are performed by remote processing devices that

are linked through a communications network. In a distributed computing environment,

modules may be located in both local and remote memory storage devices.



[75] An exemplary processing module for implementing the methodology

above may be hardwired or stored in a separate memory that is read into a main memory

of a processor or a plurality of processors from a computer readable medium such as a

ROM or other type of hard magnetic drive, optical storage, tape or flash memory. In the

case of a program stored in a memory media, execution of sequences of instructions in

the module causes the processor to perform the process steps described herein. The

embodiments of the present disclosure are not limited to any specific combination of

hardware and software and the computer program code required to implement the

foregoing can be developed by a person of ordinary skill in the art.

[76] The term "computer-readable medium" as employed herein refers to any

tangible machine-encoded medium that provides or participates in providing instructions

to one or more processors. For example, a computer-readable medium may be one or

more optical or magnetic memory disks, flash drives and cards, a read-only memory or a

random access memory such as a DRAM, which typically constitutes the main memory.

Such media excludes propagated signals, which are not tangible. Cached information is

considered to be stored on a computer-readable medium. Common expedients of

computer-readable media are well-known in the art and need not be described in detail

here.

[77] Conclusion

[78] The above describes a general architecture for developing a natural

language query capability for service analytics domains. As discussed, a number of

specific methods that can be used to implement such architecture. The approaches rely



on a generic high-level ontology common to all service analytics domains; that ontology

is also presented above. The high-level ontology must be supplemented with domain-

specific details for target applications. However, the remainder of the approach,

including question understanding and translation aspects, is general and independent of

the domain information. Such architecture and approach have significant benefits. First,

the development costs for new domains are lower than the development costs of a

complete custom application, due to reuse of most of the code, including the user

interface. Second, the approach enables users to ask variety of questions directly,

decreasing the need for maintenance and "tweaking" of the application. The architecture

is particularly useful for organizations involved in service analytics or condition

monitoring on fleets of products.

[79] The foregoing detailed description is to be understood as being in every

respect illustrative and exemplary, but not restrictive, and the scope of the disclosure

herein is not to be determined from the description, but rather from the claims as

interpreted according to the full breadth permitted by the patent laws. It is to be

understood that various modifications will be implemented by those skilled in the art,

without departing from the scope and spirit of the disclosure.



Claims

What is claimed is:

1. A method for querying a service analytics database, comprising:

mapping domain entities from the database to an entity relation model having

elements including:

machines representing single pieces of equipment;

at least one of time stamped events relating to particular machines

and sensor values relating to particular times; and

service notifications relating to particular machines and including

descriptions of services performed;

receiving a query containing natural language elements;

by a processor, parsing the query to extract concepts;

by a processor, mapping the concepts to the elements of the entity relation model

to create an interpretation of the concepts; and

by a processor, translating the query to a standard query language using the

interpretation of the concepts.

2 . A method as in claim 1, wherein the elements of the entity relation model

further include:

spare parts records relating to particular machines and relating to the service

notifications.



3. A method as in claim 1, wherein the query is formulated as an

unstructured set of keywords and short phrases.

4 . A method as in claim 3, wherein the parsing is a semantic parsing applied

to extract additional keywords from the short phrases, and to extract pieces of evidence

indicating type of question and involved entities in light of the entity relation model.

5. A method as in claim 1, wherein the query is formulated as a predefined

subset of actual language constructed according to a set of rules.

6. A method as in claim 5, wherein the parsing uses a parser limited to

parsing the subset of actual language.

7. A method as in claim 1, wherein the query is formulated as an

unconstrained query in an actual language.

8. A method as in claim 7, wherein the parsing further comprises

constructing syntactic parse trees of the input, and the method further comprises:

using a semantic role labeler to identify key items and relationships.

9. A method as in claim 1, wherein the standard query language is a resource

descriptive framework language.

10. A method as in claim 1, wherein the standard query language is structured

query language.



11. A method as in claim 1, wherein parsing the query to extract concepts

further comprises:

using multiple question understanding modules in parallel to produce multiple

parsing results;

assigning confidence scores to the parsing results; and

selecting the parsing result having the highest confidence score.

12. A non-transitory computer-readable medium having stored thereon

computer readable instructions for querying a service analytics database, wherein

execution of the computer readable instructions by a processor causes the processor to

perform operations comprising:

mapping domain entities from the database to an entity relation model having

elements including:

machines representing single pieces of equipment;

at least one of time-stamped events relating to particular machines

and sensor values relating to particular times; and

service notifications relating to particular machines and including

descriptions of services performed;

receiving a query containing natural language elements;

parsing the query to extract concepts;

mapping the concepts to the elements of the entity relation model to create an

interpretation of the concepts; and



translating the query to a standard query language using the interpretation of the

concepts.

13. A non-transitory computer-readable medium as in claim 12, wherein the

elements of the entity relation model further include:

spare parts records relating to particular machines and relating to the service

notifications.

14. A non-transitory computer-readable medium as in claim 12, wherein the

query is formulated as an unstructured set of keywords and short phrases.

15. A non-transitory computer-readable medium as in claim 14, wherein the

parsing is a semantic parsing applied to extract additional keywords from the short

phrases, and to extract pieces of evidence indicating type of question and involved

entities in light of the entity relation model.

16. A non-transitory computer-readable medium as in claim 12, wherein the

query is formulated as a predefined subset of actual language constructed according to a

set of rules.

17. A non-transitory computer-readable medium as in claim 16, wherein the

parsing uses a parser limited to parsing the subset of actual language.

18. A non-transitory computer-readable medium as in claim 12, wherein the

query is formulated as an unconstrained query in an actual language.



19. A non-transitory computer-readable medium as in claim 18, wherein the

parsing further comprises constructing syntactic parse trees of the input, and the method

further comprises:

using a semantic role labeler to identify key items and relationships.

20. A non-transitory computer-readable medium as in claim 12, wherein the

standard query language is a resource descriptive framework language.

2 1. A non-transitory computer-readable medium as in claim 12, wherein the

standard query language is structured query language.

22. A non-transitory computer-readable medium as in claim 12, wherein

parsing the query to extract concepts further comprises:

using multiple question understanding modules in parallel to produce multiple

parsing results;

assigning confidence scores to the parsing results; and

selecting the parsing result having the highest confidence score.
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